“Straightening the Crooked Horse"
4-Day Clinic by Klaus Schoneich
Dec 4-5th and 7-8th
(Dec 6th is break day)

Pacific Equestrian Center, Wilton
Participant slots full – Auditors Welcome
Klaus Schoneich, author of "Straightening the Crooked Horse," focuses
on helping horses straighten themselves naturally. Teaching lunging and
in-saddle training techniques, Klaus offers a revolutionary holistic
system for straightening horses’ bodies that helps the horse find his
center of balance, through re-balancing the hind-end and freeing
shoulder movement.
Participants have committed to all 4 days. Watching
the horses progress through the clinic will greatly
enhance your learning.
Auditing: $45 for one day or $65 for unlimited days.
For details on Klaus' approach visit his web site at:
www.arr.de (click on English link).
Clinic questions - contact Megan Soske (916) 548-6948

Straightness & bend
work together

The Clinic
Klaus initially trains the horse on the lunge - with only a cavassan. He then teaches the owner how to
continue the work on the lunge and under saddle. Klaus interacts with the audiences to teach them what
he’s looking for and how to see changes in the horse’s movement.
Pre-clinic (Dec 3rd)

Review of concepts, led by clinic organizer. Klaus will not be present.

Day 1

Morning: Evaluation of Horses (20 min lunge sessions)
Afternoon: Review of videos of morning lunge sessions
20 min lunge session for each horse

Day 2

Two 20 min lunge sessions for each horse - Klaus works with the horses

Day 3-4 Two 20 min lunge sessions for each horse
(Klaus or owner works with the horses. Horse goes under saddle when ready.)

Poor performance and bad behavior can result from ingrained, often natural crookedness.
It accounts for 95% of movement problems in both pleasure and sport horses. Imbalance in a moving
horse – stemming from basic anatomy and physiology or incorrect training – affects the health, strength,
and temperament of the horse. Klaus’ training program helps riders and their horses achieve true
straightness to improve the horse’s health and performance in any discipline.

Horse in nature 1) Alerted 2) Flight

Ready for flight

Ready to bear weight

